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Our September 14th meeting: 
 
Well, this was a night to remember. Ken Thomas (from the Victorian Flying Scale Aircraft Association) 
wowed us all with a master-class of large scale modelling. This is an extract from my letter of thanks to 
the VFSAA for arranging this presentation: 
 
The program of club presentations, offered by the VFSAA, gave VARMS the chance to host Mr Ken 
Thomas at our monthly meeting on Friday 14th September last. I liaised with Ken, prior to the meeting, 
and found him to be a delight to work with – he was relaxed, co-operative, un-demanding and entirely 
reliable. 
All this is incidental to the fabulous presentation that Ken provided for VARMS. He spent an hour (in 
hindsight, I wish we had allocated more time for him) keeping our group of 60 club members fixated on 
his Messerschmitt 323 model as he assembled and demonstrated it before our amazed eyes. To put it 
bluntly, we were gob-smacked by his skill as a scale aero modeller.  
Ken told us about the VFSAA and how the various classes in flying scale competition are being adapted 
to the changes in our sport, including the impact of ARF models. His clear passion for the world of 
scale modelling was made all the more credible by his low key promotion of the value of membership of 
the VFSAA.  Ken explained how there is scope for all levels of skill and experience to participate in the 
VFSAA.  
 
See the report with photos from this night in this October edition of Aspectivity, pages 10 and 11. 
 
Our October 12th meeting: 
 
We are holding our Annual Club Auction Night at our October 12th meeting – models, engines, 
radio gear and tools all sell well at our auctions. It is always good fun and a very busy night. 

YOU ARE ALL SORTED AND READY FOR THIS 
NIGHT AREN’T YOU?! After all, unless you get rid of 
that gear you will never use again and those models too – 
how will you find space for the irresistible bargains you buy 
this time………. Get there early (7.00pm if you can) to reg-
ister your stuff for sale and to spot the bargains.  
 
 
Our November 9th meeting: 
 
I’ve been waiting for months for this event…….well, Alan 
Mayhew is going to show us how to set up our gliders with 
a computer radio transmitter. The combination of all the 
possibilities now supported by the lasted TX functions in 
the hands of an expert glider pilot – can’t wait to learn the 
principles and practices. But then again, I’ve yet to master 
the VCR programming, so I guess I shall just look and won-
der! Might it be that using a computer radio transmitter 
needs a seven year old child or is it so easy that even an 
adult can do it? Make a note now in your diary for this 
event. 

Cover Photo: Ken Thomas’ ME 232, shown at the last meeting. 
Photo: Russ Naughton             
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Send stuff for Aspectivity to: 
 

David Jones 
17 Aitken Street, Clifton Hill 3068 

9481 8516 / 0427 371442 
Better yet, Email to: 

aspectivity@hotmail.com 
 

President’s Report October 2007   Max Haysom 

The keyboard 
Your key should have your full name 
written clearly on it so that you can 
be easily recognised and contacted 
in case of a frequency clash. Mobile 
phone number is a good idea too. 

 
This coming Friday Night we have the Auction!  I hope you heeded my notice last month and 
are ready to pack all that little used gear or model. Don’t forget to bring along lots of cash to 
grab a bargain or two. We will be trying out a new hall layout, this year, to ensure everything 
moves a little faster, and the accounting gets finished before midnight. 
 
Prior to the Auction, we will have a special presentation to Ray Cooper by the VMAA Execu-
tive.  
 
I hope you all enjoyed the large scale model presentation, last month, by Ken and Brendan 
Thomas. What a fantastic effort!  It would be nice if we were invited to view the maiden flight. 
Raoul Wynn now has his work cut out to organise lots more interesting subjects for future 
meetings.  
 
Ken , our special presenter, last month, complemented me on the large number of VARMS 
members who had come along to the meeting. He said that their club has around 115 members 
and only about 20 regularly come along to the meetings. It is encouraging to see a good crowd 
and it can make it more pleasurable for everybody. Considering the facilities we have, we 
really need more members. The response to the mail out to last years non renewing 
“members” was not as good as I hoped and your committee will be tasked with finding ways to 
encourage more modellers to join VARMS.  
 
Now that the VARMS Scale Group have the Briggs Aerotow days well under control and really 
prospering, it is time to consider forming other “special interest groups”. Some that spring to 
mind are Slope, Electric Flight, Sport Aerobatics and Helicopter. Making the casual flying 
more collective may help the “lone” flyer and make for more enjoyable flying overall.   
 
That’s all for now.                                                                                                         

Max Haysom              

GATE KEY SWAP 
The gate padlock for Briggs Field will be changed after the 
December Meeting.  Both locks will be in use between the 

November and December Meetings.  New keys will be avail-
able in exchange for your current key at the November and 
December Meetings and by arrangement with Max Haysom 

at the field.  No swaps via mail. 
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MINUTES OF THE GENERAL MEETING AND AGM , AUGUST 2007  
 Held at Glen Waverley Primary School-.Comm. 8.20 P.M. 
 
Club General Meeting 
President Max Haysom 
Apologies  Alan Mayhew , David Jones , Ian Slack , Geoff Moore , Martin Hopper  & Max 
McCullough. Visitors – Ken & Brendan Thomas (Keilor MAC) – Reps for VFSAA. 
 
President Max Haysom. Report - Briggs Field –  
New Security Keys distribution – advice in October Aspectivity - keys swap at November 
07 Club General Meeting. 
Site Liaison – site clean up going backwards! Access route damage by members’ inappropri-
ate use of their vehicles – great care must be taken to drive slowly at all times! 
Registrar -  Club membership stands at 147 paid up members Raoul Wynn outlined need for 
further effort to build up Club Membership numbers- even though new members more than 
same time last year.  
Club Training –next day Sept.21st. – instructor assistance needed , plus at least 2 volunteers. 
Treasurer - Club Finances in good shape.  General Account just over $13 k  congratulations 
to  proud grandfather Ian Pearson on the recent arrival of a bouncing baby grandson on 31 Au-
gust! Well done  Ian ! (What did he have to do with it??  ED.) 
Contest Director – State Slope Champs – Sunday October 14 Mt. Hollowback – volunteers 
needed to assist with administration – David Pratley to organize trophy and Peter Cossins 
agreed to run contest this year – comp a friendly relaxed one, for all comers.. 
F3F State Slope racing Comp Sunday, 9 September,07 – great lift conditions and enjoyable day 
had by all. 
Around the Shops Hobbies 4U – moulded Discus 2.6 metre glider kit – great value at $159 
– plus a number of other glider kits – see Colin Smith for details. – David Pratley “Hyperion “ 
electric model Cap 580 and other moulded kits – good value – plus programmable micro digi-
tal servos – see Dave for details. 
Special Interest Groups. 
Colin Collyer. Scale Glider Group – report on an excellent Lameroo  meet - country hos-
pitality and great weather plus some magnificent models& over 50 attendees. Mildura meet 
over  Cup day w/e. Aerotow at Briggs Field to take place at field, on 5th October 07.& 1st Satur-
day in Nov.& Dec.07. 
General Business. 
Briggs Field – line marker purchased- to be put to use shortly. 
Auction Night – Friday October 12th. 
  
Show & Tell session 

John Bird – Multiplex Easy Glider modifications, for removable tail unit for easy 
transport- see John for details. 
 
Raffle winner – Henryk Koblanski 
 
Club Evening Presentation  
Ken & Brendan Thomas – Vic Flying Scale Assn. Aust. – 3 contest levels – novice to expert 
– popularity of ARF models making real inroads into model construction – incentive for all 
comers to “have a go” and a genuine chances of being a contest winner! 
Review of Messerschmitt – 323 motorised cargo aircraft.  (See the article and pho-
tos on pages 10 and 11) 
Model a complex 12th scale monster, with fully operational front cargo doors & Panzer tank 
as ballast – Congratulations to Ken for a magnificent model & very interesting presenta-
tion!  Meeting  ended  10.00p.m. 
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Any questions or queries  
regarding the mowing roster to  

“Grass” Hopper on  
9873 8256 

Mowing Roster 
Bruce Robinson         9887 8996         8 December 

Geoff Moore                9802 2044  Completed 

Greame Hollis             9739 4886          13 October 

Ross Peasley                9877 2215         20 October 

Brian Spencer              9878 7207        27 October 
Henri Wohlmuth         9764 1921 3 November 

Keith Heale                   9509 6829        10 November 

Malcolm Buckmaster   9763 1632  17 November 

Jim Baker                       9803 2185        1 December 

Have you paid your member-
ship renewal for 2007 / 2008?  
Without your continued support we will not be able 
to continue to develop and maintain our facilities. 

Volunteers needed for  Mowing  
Contact The “Grass Hopper” on  

9873 8256 

 

Training Dates  
October  21, November 11 & 25 

A new Radio Control Classifieds page that has just 
been launched in the Australian marketplace. 

Unlike anything else around, RC Trader Australia is a semi-automated classifieds page that puts you in control 
of your adverts.  The site allows you to log in and: 

 
·Place your classified advertisement   · Edit your ads at any time  

·Upload up to three images per ad (images are resized for you on-the fly by the system)  
·See how many people have viewed your ads     · Mark you ads as sold  

·Keep your email address hidden from the public  
Your ad will remain live for three months and remind you via email if you would like to renew after that period  

· And best of all -  it is FREE*  
And in the coming months, we will be adding even more facilities to the site. 

 
So, go to the URL below to REGISTER, LOGIN, and SELL 

 

http://www.rctrader.com.au 

At The NAB 
 

 

AT THE NAB  

  
Income V's Spending  

Between 1/09/07 and 30/09/07  

  

  
Income  

  
Expense Categories  
Administration $70.00 

  Postage     $70.00  
Aspectivity $177.97 

     -  Printing  $127.97  
     - Postage  $50.00  
Briggs Field $134.91 

    -Mowing   $57.91  
   -Maint.  $11.00  
   - Sanitary  $66.00  
Insurance $194.00 

   Flying     $194.00  
Raffle Expense $42.45 
Total Expense Categories $619.33 
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With the club auction rapidly approaching it’s time to get out all those old fuel soaked wrecks and tart 
them up to sell for a pittance at the auction. But how do you resurrect a fuel soaked model?.  First strip 
out the engine and tank, covering etc, etc right down to the bare airframe and then make up a nappy 
from cotton wool inside a plastic bag. Liberal quantities of Methylated Spirits saturating the  Cotton 
wool will draw out the greasy stuff from the wood if left overnight. This can be repeated a couple of 
times until the wood feels dry and not oily. Then you can apply a coating of Carpet Stain Remover from 
a pressure pack. Ian Slack assures me that Bremworth Cavalier Carpets from the supermarket works 
well and dries to a powderlike finish ready for sanding smooth. One modeler who shall remain nameless 
forgot that the pressure pack had to be pointed at the ground (which is where most carpets are situated)  
he ended up with a beard and new hairdo !!!!! 
 
Was the engine bolt stuck fast in its mount ?....Lets see, I’ll bet it 
was a socket headed cap screw of American origin ? ….and you 
didn’t have an Allen key to fit. Bin there..dun that…haven’t we 
all. Worst of all is that Allen keys to fit USA sizes aren’t very 
common in shops. Easiest answer is to modify to fit (file) a small 
flat headed screwdriver so that it fits inside and  across the cor-
ners of the hexagonal recess in the cap screw then with a bit of B, 
F and I the screw can be turned and withdrawn. Clean all the 
gunge out of the hole first of course. 
B, F and I = Brute Force and Ignorance 

 
That same small flat screwdriver can be very useful when removing a 
broken nylon bolt. They always break flush with the surface so that you 
cant get hold of them with pliers or grips and they never shear 
cleanly.The surface has ripples across it so that a drill bit skids off…
correct so far. Well, stick the end of the screwdriver in a flame until its 
just under cherry red then plunge it into the surface of the nylon bolt till 
it penetrates about 3 mmm. Quench the metal (spit works well for me) 
and you should find that the nylon has contracted around the metal and 
a steady turn should see the bolt withdrawn. I have used this on 3mm up 
to 10mm diameter nylon bolts……it works. 
 
What didn’t work 

the other day was the waggly bit down at the back of 
my floater when I wanted to fly it. It was moving 
more one way than t’other….ruddy servo had come 
loose inside the fuz!. Well to be strictly accurate the 
glue holding the two bearers had been dislodged 
from the Fuz side allowing the servo to move 
slightly. Very awkward to reglue….Cyano has to be 
dribbled down a rod and cannot be guaranteed to go 
where its needed so I prefer to use a fillet of 5 min 
epoxy but that runs down the fuz sides and away 
from the joint. Masking tape ….. that’s the answer. 
Use small pieces to form a shelf for the epoxy to sit 
against and you will get a strong joint with epoxy fillets being formed.  
 
Got any ideas...lemme know                Smiddy   9874 3480  colinkay@lizzy.com.au 

Smiddy’s…..…STUFF and NONSENSE 
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SUBJECTS for SCALE                   Colin Smith  

Last months topic, the Slingsby Skylark, got a rousing reception as an item to build with a fantastic re-
sponse from club members and I thank both of them…..perhaps later fellas ?.  

OK, lets try a totally different approach this month with a self launching sailplane…. 
“THE OGAR” 

No, its not a relation of Shrek’s, it’s a motor glider de-
signed way back in the  70’s in Poland and comes from the 
same firm as the Puchacz, which we saw at Bacchus Marsh 
a few months back, and the Jantar and Foka 4 and  5 ‘s to 
name a few from this well respected manufacturer. The self
-launching Ogar which first flew in 1973, features sailplane 
rigging, soaring capability and staggered side-by-side two 
place seating. Landing gear is semi-retractable, and ap-
proach control is by top and bottom surface airbrakes. The 
technical guff says that the Span is 17.53 metres and Area 
19.1 sq m giving an aspect ratio on 16.25. 
It has a structural fiberglass pod with aluminum tail boom 
with wooden wings under a fiberglass laminate surface. 
Photos from web research show a number of engine con-
figurations and associated housings and two and three 
blade props. So far only two configurations of undercar-
riage arrangements have come to light these being the 
semi-retractable single wheel with fixed wing-tip outrig-
gers or a two wheeled fixed system. Both have a steerable 
tailwheel which, coupled with its huge rudder, should al-
low for impeccable ground handling. Internal instrumenta-
tion arrangements also vary considerably from the “basic” 

to the “Jeez!, how 
many more do you need ?” approach allowing the scratch builder 
plenty of license. The fuselage is somewhat similar to the Platypus 
with which Andrew Allen won the Scale event with last meeting 
BUT he admits it took him forever to build and nearly drove him 
nuts in the process due to all those curves and perspex.  
To my way of thinking it would be easier to opt for the HUGE 
blank of white foam approach gently sanded to a pleasing shape --- 
then covered with brown paper and white glue and finally an ep-
oxy or fiberglass outer tough skin. Or it’s the plank on frame 
method. There has to be one with a darkened screen out there to 

avoid a clear canopy . The Tail Boom seems to be hung underneath and faired into to the Fuz and could 
be a fishing rod or rolled ply construction but remember it does have to take the Rudder and Elevator 
nylorods and steerable tail wheel so must be a fairly substantial construction while remaining light. Tee 
tail…no probs…two bolt fixing to make it removable. Wings?—builders choice…. foam or built up but I 
would deviate from scale and go for letterbox spoilers as opposed to top and bottom airbrakes simply 
because they are easier to make. Now we come to the self launching bit…..about which I know abso-
lutely nothing !!!!  BUT... there are some clever people out there who will know exactly what will be the 
right set up of motor, battery and prop once the size and overall weight is known. Standard props run-
ning backwards would give the Oomph required OR a great big noisy greasy noise generator could be 
used IFFFF that’s your preference.  There are colour scheme 
aplenty on the net so “you pays yer money and you takes yer pick” 
as the saying goes. ……. 
Happy Building 
 

Colin “Smiddy” Smith….9874 
3480……...colinkay@lizzy.com.au 
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Scale Soaring in September                   Col Collyer 
 September was a good month for scale soaring. First we took Andrew Allen’s new Platypus down to 
Brigs for a quick test fly, and fly it did, only minor trim adjustments required, and the second flight in-
cluded about 10 minutes of thermaling.  Oh yeah, it did have one problem..Up elevator mixed with air 
brakes....It didn’t need it !  Henryk did some towing on the same day. He did good so we have another 
“tugger”. 
 The following weekend was the normal Aerotow day at Briggs, and it was a ripper . Nice weather, 24 
glider pilots,  about 30 gliders and 2 ½ tugs.  Lots of flying with no problems other than a tug blowing 
over. 

 
 Then to Lameroo. 8hrs sitting in a car is 
not everyone’s cup of tea, but the desti-
nation makes it all worth while. For 
those that don’t know about Lameroo, it 
is a small farming town about 3hrs  NE 
of Bordertown , in SA.   John Ramke, 
the farmer who hosts us used to be a  
sheep farmer, but now is into grain, 
hence the shearers quarters we stay in.  
John recons he has the best model field 
in SA. I recon he’s right.   I came across 
Tim Moreland just before Bordertown... 
he must have got up early too !   We ar-
rived about lunch time, got some models 
set up, had a BBQ lunch, then had the 

most delightful  after- noon’s  flying you 
could wish for.   The sun was going down as 
we packed the models in the hanger. No need 
to disassemble.. plenty of room. A nice meal 
back at the homestead, and lots of chit chat 
with modellers we don’t normally fly with 
around the fires.  Also met up with John Got-
teschalk   and  Reg Neville, ex VARMS 
members that I have not seen for a while 
 Saturday was a bit windier, but hardly strong 
and another good days thermaling.  Some 
new faces I had not seen before, and also 

some models that were new to me. Some that come to 
mind...... An ASW22, maybe 5mtrs span, with 2 wheel u/
c, tiplets, the optimum of the modern sailplane. Well 
flown too, and not afraid to thermal a loooong way down 
wind.......... A Slingsby tutor , about 2.5mtrs span. Built 
by the Dad, flown by the son........... for Frank, a Habich, 
probably 2mtrs span, scratch built too......Martin Simons 
PWS 101 from about 1984 I think, after a major re build 
by Crash C.... Paul Clift’s Nimbus 2, all 6mtrs of floppy 

A very nice Fauvette  

An assembly on field, note the size of the site  

Martin Symons venerable PWS101  
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Scale Soaring in September                   Col Collyer 
wings.......  A BRAND NEW 
Multiplex  Ka6e  had its first 
flight.  Lucky boy Manny !....... 
Young Josh Copeland (12) land-
ing his glider a LOT closer than 
his Dad had just done with the 
same glider (and we didn’t let 
him forget) 
 Did I tell you that John had the 
best flying field... well  he in-
vited some of his mates to fly 
over for lunch in their ultra 
lights.... well his neighbour 
turned up in his YAK 55, and 
had no trouble getting in and 
past our models.... And top this, 
fruit salad and ice cream for de-
sert. It doesn’t get much better 

than that. Saturday night was a nice roast din-
ner , more Yackty yack, and a very good 
slide show on this year’s vintage rally by 
Martin Simonds.    Top Stuff 
  Sunday was very windy, so I came home. 
 Thanks to the Scale Soaring Association and 
John and Kathy Ramke for making it all pos-
sible 
 
 And then we had Ballarat .  With a doubtful 
forecast, only Jim H and Leon C , and me 
CC, plus a few locals turned up on the Satur-
day, a day that was much better than forcast. 
Obsevations.... Jimmy H isn’t afraid to ther-

mal a looong way down wind, .... and 
Leon is very lucky, or his thermaling 
has improved, as  he had the best 3 ther-
mals of the day.    All the towing was 
done  with a local’s tug, one of those 
old timer looking things with a Z38 on 
electronic ignition Well flown, and a 
good match for the gliders present. Sun-
day was very windy, so no aerotow was  
tried. I hope the Ballarat guys were not 
too disappointed with the turn up. They 
had gone to a lot of trouble, and the 
field was much improved over last year 
   
Bring on Mildura on Cup Weekend 
(early November). 

Habicht and Cadet in  
evening light  

A good collection parked in Hangar  

A beautiful LCF-2  
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1/12 large scale model by Ken Thomas of the VFSAA 
The Messerschmitt 323 was a powered derivation of the 
Messerschmitt Gigant 321 which was the second big-
gest glider ever built. The 323 was commissioned by 
Hitler as a troop carrier to support the planned land 
invasion of Britain, after the assumed crippling of the 
British air defences. Ken Thomas only had a single A4 
page drawing of the 323 to work with for his model. 
 

The fuselage is built in two sections and is huge. The 
steerable undercarriage is mounted on a flat plate seen 
here installed on the fuselage – in itself it is a major 
piece of engineering. Don’t think it will operate from a 
grass strip! 

The separate tail sec-
tion just snaps into 
place and the servos 
and controls are all 
connected and acti-
vated immediately – 
magic. It is clear that Ken has an aversion to spending any 
more than the minimum time on the field for model assem-
bly and rigging. He told us of one champion scale modeller 
who needs five hours at the field just to get his model ready 
for competition! 
The six engines must 
be a handful – just 
can’t imagine the job of 
getting them all fired 
up and synchronised at 
the field. As you can 
see the pot-boiling OS 
40 is the power unit. 
 

Anatomy of the Messerschmitt 323  Raoul Wynn 
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Anatomy of the Messerschmitt 323  Raoul Wynn 

The huge fuselage interior is amazing – 
where are the formers…! Can you imagine 
achieving structural strength and integrity 
without a few formers? But there it is. After 
all it is a troop carrier and the space is clear 
for them – all sitting in rows on canvas 
seats, or standing, as we were told. And the 
board flooring all to scale – looks ready for 
an old time dance to me!  
 
And up front there is a radio controlled 
tank. Ken told us that he needed this 
amount of nose weight, so why not have a 
scale tank instead of a brick of lead? We 
agreed. Well, the doors open under radio 
control and the floor extends into a ramp and lowers ready for the tank to drive out under its’ 
own control. This demonstration brought the house down! And did you notice the doors – a 
superb piece of modelling – formed piano wire and balsa framing – exquisite 3D modelling. 
The doors interleave to close and then a little Hitec 55 servo located at centre-top locks them 

shut. 
And there you have it, a mag-
nificent 15 foot wingspan Mess-
erschmitt 323. So far it owes 
Ken 2,000 hours and climbing. 
And can you believe it is all 
controlled by a single seven 
channel Hitec Eclipse transmit-
ter, plus two receivers and myr-
iad Hitec servos.  
The maiden flight is not 
planned for a few months yet. 
You could sell tickets for this 
event. I imagine it will be a 
“family only” event and surely 
on a smooth tarmac strip.  
We wish them well. 
Photos : Russ Naughton 
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Sunday 14th October….Its that time of the year again when competitors flock in their droves 
to Mount Hollowback, just outside Ballarat, to enjoy the festival of precision aerobatic maneu-
vers aptly named the Victorian Slope Aerobatic Championships …………………….Yeh,  
Yeh,  Yeh,….dream on. 
It was blatantly obvious at the last club meeting that the majority of members were scratching 
their heads when the subject was mentioned. Loops, Rolls, Err, Inverted?....all this with a 
WHAT ?....a glider, and you bung them over the edge of WHAT….a bloody great hill??? Err-- 
where? .. Err--Ballarat????......  
Honestly folks….. it aint difficult ! The intention is to hold a competition for the average flier 
to perform a few simple aerobatic manoeuvres to the best of their ability and to enjoy that 
process. If they fail or stuff it up…who cares…it’s the participation and enjoyment that counts. 
It has never been, and I hope never will be, an event for the pot hunters, sheep stations are not 
fought for. Over the past few years we have enjoyed conditions that have varied from no wind 
to gales and, being Ballarat, a fair amount of cold and rainy days as well…However on most oc-
casions the event went ahead.  
The table explains the items you will be required to perform….. 

 
 The number of rounds will, as usual, de-
pend on attendees and the all important 
wind and here are a few suggestions for 
the type of models to bring if you have 
them. An aerobatic machine like a slope 
Rico BUT an EPP Lunak has done well in 
past years so has a scale Scweitzer 1-26 
so basically if its got waggly bits at its ex-
tremities then its probably suitable.  
However, if the wind drops a Rudder 
Elevator floater will be very useful to 
have in the car because the comp can and 
will be redesigned to fit the conditions on 
the day.  
Contest Director, Peter Cossins says 
the pilot briefing will be at 10.00am and 
to save the embarrassment of previous 
years, EVERYBODY should bring 
their current FAI card or current 
Club membership. 
Remember that it’s a fair old hike to Bal-
larat depending on where you live and 
how much lead you have in your right 
foot. Bring plenty of warm clothing and 
then add a couple more windproofs  (its 
Ballarat remember).  
Lotsa hot drinkypoos and nosh help with 
the climate variations.  
If you haven’t been before here are the 
directions :- Get to Ballarat then take the 
Midland Hwy and get off at Gillies St…. 
Turn Right and along Gillies St for about 
7 to 10 Kms . There is a stand of cypress 

Scene at the Slope                                                     Smiddy 

Mandatory Maneuvers 

2 Consecutive Loops 

Slow Axial or Barrel Roll 

5 secs Straight and Level Inverted 

2 Consecutive Stall Turns 

3 Turn Spin 

Approach and Landing 

 

Optional Maneuvers  
(1 only)                                x Factor 

2 Outside Loops                          2.5 

3 Consecutive Rolls                    2.0 

Cuban Eight                                 2.5 

Inverted Figure Eight                  2.5 

3 Turn Inverted Spin                   2.5 

Extended Loop                            1.0 

Double Immelman                       2.0 

8 Point Roll                                 2.0 

4 Point Roll                                 2.0 

Inverted Circle                             1.5 

Snap Roll                                     1.0 

Other nominated                           ?? 
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or cedar trees ( big green things with brown bits down at the bottom) on the left immediately 
before Millers Rd. Reverse back ‘cos everybody drives past. Up Millers Rd past the Farm on left 
and the next double gate on left has a string of padlocks across it ( leave key in padlock) and a 
nice sealed road going up the hill to a forest of radio aerials all in fenced compounds (to stop 
them escaping of course!!!)…….. 
We will be at the top !!!!!  Previous attendees will be pleased to hear that the feral gate system 
at the bottom has been renewed so there is no more… ‘close the left gate then the right one 
while the left reopens and close the left while the right swings open again all while the driver 
laughs his head off’. While on the subject of gates… Pavarotti knocks on the Pearly Gates.   
St Peter opens them and says "Oh Luciano, it's you.     Come on in - squeeze through".  
Pavarotti says "I have a letter from the Pope for you".  
St Peter opens it up and reads it. ……………………………………….."Here's that tenor I owe you". 
See you on the slope ….Smiddy 

Auction Night 
October 12 

Please try to arrive early if you are planning on  
entering anything in the Auction.   

Doors open 7:00pm 
Don’t forget your wallet! 

From the Web  via John Bird 
Solar/Electric Plane sets new endurance record for an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle  

54 hours! 
Launched by hand, Zephyr is an ultra-lightweight car-
bon-fibre aircraft with a wingspan of up to 18 metres 
but weighing just 30 kg. By day it flies on solar power 
generated by amorphous silicon arrays no thicker than 
sheets of paper that cover the aircraft's wings. By night 
it is powered by rechargeable lithium-sulphur batteries 
that are recharged during the day using solar power. 

URL: 
http://www.qinetiq.com/home/newsroom/

news_releases_homepage/2007/3rd_quarter/
qinetiq_s_zephyr_uav.html 
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All material published in Aspectivity is the copyright of the author of the article. 
Opinions expressed in Aspectivity may not represent the views of VARMS Inc. the Editor or the 
Printer. 
VARMS Inc., the Editor and the Printer accept no responsibility for the accuracy of content. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VARMS Web Site :        http://www.varms.org.au 
Current Members:                        If you change your address, please notify the Registrar and VMAA, 
                                                                      so that we can  maintain the correct addressing of this Newsletter. 
Potential Members:              If you are interested in joining VARMS, or learning more about our     
                                                                                                                                         activities, please contact the Secretary, or other Committee member. 
 

 
VARMS (Inc.) was formed in 1968 to get together aero-modellers who were interested in    
building and flying radio controlled gliders.  Members fly at many places, but have a home field 
on High Street Road, Wantirna South (Melways Map 72, C1), where training classes are free to 
all and are held on Sunday mornings, generally on a fortnightly basis.  Exact dates and times 
are posted on the field gate. 
 
VARMS organises regular competitions in both Slope and Thermal Soaring, for many kinds of 
radio controlled gliders, ranging from fun-fly models to competition models and scale replicas. 
 
General Meetings are held on the SECOND FRIDAY of each month (except January) - at the 
Glen Waverley Primary School Hall, in High Street Road, Glen Waverley (next to McDonalds 
on the corner of High Street Road and Springvale Rd.).  Meetings start at 8:00pm and visitors 
are welcome.  Formalities are usually followed by lively discussions on matters of interest to all 
modellers. 

Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring 
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